FASTER INSTALL			TOTALLY VERSATILE
NON-DESTRUCTIVE
PREMIUM FINISH
*VS PLYWOOD FLOOR

FLE XI BL E & A DA P TAB LE
ALU M I N U M F LO OR T R ACK

Why Are Interlocking Aluminum Planks such a
significant improvement over traditional Plywood-attached floors?
ULTRA DURABLE AND CORROSION RESISTANT
INTERLOCKING
ALUMINUM FLOORING

Long lasting aluminum will never ‘wick’ and hold moisture like plywood which will inevitably warp and
ruin OEM vehicle floors. No drill holes eliminates the need for additional rustproofing or undercoating.
Interlocking aluminum planks remove the worry of ‘out-of-sight’ or under seat corrosion that stays
hidden beneath plywood floors; and prevents mold and other dangerous micro-organisms from growing.

CHANGE YOUR LAYOUT

FASTER INSTALL
TOTALLY VERSATILE
NON-DESTRUCTIVE
PREMIUM FINISH
OMNI Floor® is the quick and easy solution for adapting transport vans with floor track. Each floor
application includes a 12 track (L-Track) layout to maximize seating and wheelchair positioning. Profiles
are simply ‘clicked’ together and glued to the floor. Every kit is tailored specifically to your application
by our Engineering Team, ensuring that a single technician can complete the installation in a fraction of
the time of a typical L-Track/wood floor installation.

3 different profiles of L-Track allow for complete flexibility to change layouts as needed. Both seating and
securement locations can be changed anytime, making it possible to use the same vehicle for different
facilities or functions.

LIGHT AND STRONG

A SMART INVESTMENT

OMNI Floor planks were designed to be
lightweight for easy handling without any
compromise in strength. Each plank features
overlapping edges that combine to result in a
natural, hardened rigidity throughout the floor
that is far sturdier than mere screws.

OMNI Floor is installed with a simple bonding
agent so you won’t have to damage OEM floors
with plywood and screws; allowing you recoup
maximum resale value for the vehicle, adding
additional profits to your business.

OMNI Floor kits are also tested and certified to work with the most popular
and common seats in the industry including cantilever (foldaway seats).
The result is a high-end finished vehicle floor that can accommodate any seating
layout and is fully certified to work with all Q’STRAINT & SURE-LOK restraint
systems - even heavy duty retractors such as the QRT-360 and TITAN800.

EVERY OMNIFLOOR KIT IS

TESTED AND CERTIFIED

OMNI Floor has been rigorously tested and fully certified at the iQ Research Centre of Excellence, our
world class research and design facility. OMNI Floor meets FMVSS 225, FMVSS 210 and FMVSS 207
standards with up to three seat positions in one row at the same time.
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